To engage users of a website at an early stage of surfing, a novel web access recommendation system is essential. In this paper, a new web usage mining approach is proposed to predict next page access. It is proposed to identify similar access patterns from web log using pair-wise nearest neighbor based clustering and then sequential pattern mining is done on these patterns to determine next page accesses. The tightness of clusters is improved by setting similarity threshold while forming clusters. In traditional recommendation models, clustering by non-sequential data decreases recommendation accuracy. In this paper it is proposed to integrate Markov model based sequential pattern mining with clustering. A variant of Markov model called dynamic support pruned all k th order Markov model is proposed in order to reduce state space complexity. Mining the web access log of users of similar interest provides good recommendation accuracy. Hence, the proposed model provides accurate recommendations with reduced state space complexity.
INTRODUCTION
The web is an important source of information retrieval now-adays, and the users accessing the web are from different backgrounds. The usage information about users are recorded in web logs. Analyzing web log files to extract useful patterns is called web usage mining. Web usage mining approaches include clustering, association rule mining,sequential pattern mining etc.,To facilitate web page access by users, web recommendation model is needed. The web usage mining approaches can be applied to predict next page access [3] .
The web recommendation models provide access friendliness for users while browsing a website. It also reduces network latency by pre-fetching the recommended pages. The prediction models play a vital role in e-commerce, to give advertisement at specific pages of commercial website. Web access prediction is useful in personalization to send personalized web content to specific type of users.
Clustering can identify similar access patterns. If mining is done on those patterns, recommendation accuracy will be improved rather than mining dissimilar access patterns. To form highly dense clusters, it is proposed to do pair-wise nearest neighbor base clustering approach using only k-neighbors. Clustering on non-sequential access data is responsible for degradation of recommendation accuracy in traditional models.
Hence, in this work a sequential mining technique called Markov model is suggested in combination with pattern discovery.
The pair-wise nearest neighbor approach suffers from its slowness due to merging every pair of clusters, and updating distance values after every merge. Therefore, to reduce the number of distance updations, instead of considering all neighbors of a cluster in every step, only first k neighbors are considered. the candidate that participate in merging process must fall in the k-neighbor list. Hence number of computations is reduced from o (N-1) to O (K) at every step. More over, instead of using distance measure similarity measure involving simple operations is suggested.
The major benefit of hierarchical clustering approach (PNN) is that every object must be the candidate of only one cluster. Hence by applying this approach for pattern discovery, the click-sequences that participate in prediction module are exact and have good resemblance with one another. These are the factors that lead to improvement in recommendation accuracy.
BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Different combinations of mining techniques were already suggested for web access recommendation. Pawlak [4] introduced web access prediction model by integrating roughest clustering with Markov model. It has major drawback that lack of prediction accuracy due to approximation while forming clusters. The possibility of an object for belonging to a cluster can reduce the cluster tightness, which in turn affects prediction accuracy. The sequential mining suggested in that work is all k-th order Markov model.
For high order Markov models, if coverage is very less, it affects accuracy of prediction. Hence in this paper it is proposed to do support pruning. By which, the states that have less support or low coverage are eliminated while making recommendations. Another model [5] based on Markov process for web access prediction has drawback of high complexity due to consideration of all access sequences through out the prediction process. Sometimes, in this approach noisy or irrelevant access sequences participate in web page access prediction affects the accuracy. Hence it is suggested to do pattern discovery before sequential mining. Some works based on association rule were made, where prediction accuracy is affected by contradictory predictions due to the generation of too many rules and participation of huge number of access sequences in mining process. A combined approach like integrating Markov model and association rule [6] is also affected by mining all types of access sequences i.e) without clustering. In agglomerative clustering using k neighbors, at later stage of clustering process, distant neighbors may also fall into k neighbors and they decrease the cluster tightness. Hence threshold is set to eliminate such objects.
Hence, it is proposed to find out highly homogeneous access patterns by pair wise nearest neighbor based clustering. The resultant patterns are highly relevant , and the size dataset that are utilized for sequential mining process is highly reduced.
BLOCK DIAGRAM

Data preparation
The web log data is used for mining process is integrated, cleaned and relevant attributes like IP and web page accesses are selected. The clickstream is a sequence of mouse click made by every user. The transactions are generated by eliminating noisy, and very short or very long access sequences. 
PNN based clustering
Clustering is the process of grouping the objects in such a way that, intra cluster similarity is high and inter cluster similarity is low. The pair wise nearest neighbor approach is a bottom-up hierarchical clustering technique, by which every object belongs to individual clusters initially, pair wise merging of objects is done at every step based on their similarity. Finally, resulting in a single cluster. The distance calculations [2] are replaced by similarity measure.
Similarity between two transactions are given by the ratio of, total number of unique pages referenced by them to the number of common references. Then a table representing similarity value between every pair of transaction is created. For every transaction, its first k nearest access sequences are identified. Among the whole set of k-neighbors, the pair of sequences having high similarity is identified and merged. For this new cluster, the new k -neighbors are identified from 2k neighbors and its back neighbors are also updated [1] . The merging is continued until no more merging is possible. In this process , only the pair of access sequence having similarity value greater than a pre-defined threshold is selected for merging process. By this approach , the distant objects that are irrelevant to mining process are eliminated resulting in homogeneous access patterns.
Sequential Pattern mining
As clustering involves non-sequential access patterns,in order to improve the accuracy of prediction process, sequential mining using markov model is done on next stage. Let x1,x2………….xk be the set of pages in a web site, the probability of accessing next page is defined by markov model as, The page to accessed next is, X k+1 = argmax x IP {P (X k+1 = x |x k , x k-1 ,………….x 1 )} (1) Where k is the order of markov model or number previous page accesses considered .
By the above equation, among the set of all possible next pages obtained from training set ,the next page will be the one having highest possibility to be accessed next [6] .
The traditional Markov models have serious limitations that, low order Markov models have good coverage but they lack accuracy due to poor history .And high order Markov models suffers from high state space complexity ,as they use long browsing history, but high order Markov models provides good prediction accuracy. To combine the advantages of all of those approaches, a dynamic support pruned kth order Markov model is suggested. In the proposed approach, the high state space complexity due to summing up of low order states of high order Repeat step (iv) until states are generated with enough support 6. Display the page with highest probability as the recommended page The proposed model is applied on a log file of www.annauniv.edu where all graphics are eliminated, noise is removed and transactions are constituted. Sample training set chosen. Then, different set of clusters are formed. The PNN algorithm resulted in 5 clusters. The algorithm is tested in such a way that, by hiding the last page in every test session, a prediction is made. For the test session, its corresponding cluster is chosen, the dynamic support pruned all kth order markov model is applied only on that cluster. Where Te -is the number of test cases
RESULTS
Prediction Accuracy
Tr -is the number of training cases
CONCLUSION
The proposed method resulted in good prediction accuracy with less state space complexity. The drawback of this work is, loosely connected access sequences are not considered for mining process. Hence, it is suggested to extend this work by considering noncontiguous access sequences also.
